Engineered for Performance

Performance Motocross Triple Clamps
For 2013+ KTM, Husqvarna, and GasGas Motocross Models
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Anti-twist bar mounts are 3x stronger than
stock. Available in 1 1/8” and Fatbar36 sizes.
Rubber-mounted, reversible bar mounts
reduce vibration and provide 7mm of
adjustability. Stock height and position.
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Opposing mounting bolts even the
clamping loads and eliminate slippage
Unique topology optimized design
with anodized finish for a long-lasting
aesthetics and corrosion resistance
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Grade 5 titanium fasteners are standard;
15 in total, anti-seize compound included
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Includes a pre-installed lower bearing
and seal for easy installation
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Includes steering stem bolt with
thru-hole for fuel vent tube
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Revised steering stem design increases
torsional stiffness and cornering precision
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Integrated lower mount for the HPSD
(Honda Progressive Steering Damper)

10 Split clamp and contoured surfaces reduce
stress risers and improve fork function

Lighter • Stronger • Optimal Stiffness
How do we do it? In designing our triple clamps we employ a process called topology optimization
using the most advanced engineering software available. “Optimized” in this case is not just a marketing
buzzword as it is often used; our clamps are as good as it gets. The end result of this intensive process is
a high performance triple clamp design like no other. A precise steering feel and smoother fork action are
achieved through optimized stiffness distribution, and increased strength gives peace of mind in demanding
riding conditions.
Rubber-mounted, anti-twist bar mounts, titanium fasteners, integrated HPSD mounting, and a split clamp
design for smooth fork function, are additional details rounding out these high performance clamps.

Engineered for Performance

Luxon Performance vs. Stock 2021 KTM*
Weight

No Change

Triple Clamp Strength

+ 44%

Torsional Stiffness (Cornering Precision)

+ 11%

Vertical Stiffness (Bump)

+ 7%

Lateral Stiffness (Side to Side)

+ 7%

Longitudinal Stiffness (Front to Back)

+ 5%

Luxon Performance vs. KTM PowerParts**
Weight

- 3%

Triple Clamp Strength

+ 25%

Torsional Stiffness (Cornering Precision)

+ 6%

Vertical Stiffness (Bump)

+ 5%

Lateral Stiffness (Side to Side)

+ 9%

Longitudinal Stiffness (Front to Back)

- 2%

Advanced analysis and optimization
drive the design process. This
results in lower weight, increased
strength, and optimal stiffness.

* Refers to the black clamps that come on standard edition motocross bikes
** Refers to the split style clamps that come on factory edition motocross bikes (also available as aftermarket “PowerParts” components)
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